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Wake up little piggies
And put on your dancing shoes
Come on down now
We got nothing to lose, 
Away we go! 
Away we go! 

Come undone have some fun
We'll go dig up the dead
Can't take the time to kill the strangers
That were in my head
Sing along everyone
Clap your blood soaked hands
Get up and dance

You can bend me once and I won't break, 
Just leave behind
All the things that you can't take
Just come on down and witness my mistake, 
Away we go

This shadow is not my own, 
This shadow grave is not my home
I break on through to the unknown

The cycle now is repeating, 
Of sunken ships and drunken kings
We have no use for the hollow

Come on down gather around
We got fear on demand
They'll decide if you survive
Or kill you where you stand
Less concerned nothing learned
This is your last chance
Get up and dance

You can bend me once
And I won't break, 
Leave behind all the things
That you can't take
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Come on down and witness my mistake, 
Away we go

This shadow is not my own, 
This shadow grave is not my home
I break on through to the unknown

The cycle now is repeating, 
Of sunken ships and drunken kings
We have no used for the hollow

Oh now the hollow
Oh now the hollow

Away we go! 

I can find my own elation
In ashes of enemies
You've got the wrong perception
Who I'm supposed to be
This fire burns inside me
Far from your naked eye
This hollow cannot find me
I know it does

Away we go! 

Just clap your hands, yeah
Clap your hands, 
Get up and dance, yeah
Get up and dance

Clap your hands, yeah
Clap your hands

Just clap your hands, yeah
Clap your hands, 
Get up and dance, yeah
Get up and dance

Clap your hands, yeah
Clap your hands
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